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1. Abstrac t
In a rotary compres sor, we must improve the durabili ty of the lubricat ion for
alternat ive refriger ants (hydrofl uorocarb ons), because by changing refriger ants there
is a loss oflubric ating ability. We have improve d the durabili ty by changin g from rotary
to swing structur e, rather than by changing the material of the rotary compres sor. This
improve ment of lubricati on can reduce sludge generati on, too, and therefor e reduce
capillary tube clogging . In addition , we have improve d the energy perform ance by
changing from rotary to swing structur e.
This paper presents the developm ent of the swing compres sor for alternat ive
refriger ants and its experim ental results.

2. Introdu ction
Simple structur e and high reliabili ty are the two strong points of rotary
compres sors, which are used 1n a wide range of operatio ns, especial ly in small
refrigera tion systems and air conditio ning systems. On the other hand, their structur al
disadvan tage requires solution s for use in alternati ve refrigera nts.
In a rotary compres sor, the compres sion chamber is created by pressing the
sliding vane to the roller. At the contact point of the sliding parts, maintain ing the
layer of oil becomes the key to reliabili ty because it is very difficult to avoid mixed
lubricati on. In addition , inadequ ate lubricat ion causes a partial tempera ture rise,
which then initiates the forming of sludge and clogs the capillary tube.
Alternat ive refriger ants do not include chlorine atoms in the molecule .
Therefor e, in the developm ent of alternat ive refrigera nts, mixed lubricat ion because
becomes a serious problem , and we need to take measure s to prevent the situation .
In the developm ent of our swing compres sor, we improve d the weak points of
the rotary compres sor while maintain ing its strong points.
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3. Characteristics of Swing Compressor
3.1 Structure
The structure of the swing compressor and rotary compressor are shown in
Figure 1. In a swing compressor, the lubrication problem between the sliding vane and
roller is eliminated by attaching the vane to the roller. Therefore, the roller is operated
without rotation by means of anti-rotation parts, a pair of swing bushes.
This type of compressor, for example the kinney pump of the early 20th
century, has been used as an air compressor and vacuum pump for industrial use.

3.2 Reliability
A swing compressor can handle alternative refrigerant by eliminating the
contact point between sliding vane and roller. In addition, due to the swing structure,
the sliding vane mechanism, which divides the chamber into a compression chamber
and suction chamber, becomes a simply-supported-beam type instead of a cantilever
type. Therefore, the reaction forces acting on the sides of the vane are drastically
reduced. The improvement in lubricating ability reduces the forming of sludge, due to
the elimination of temperature rise at the vane-roller contact point.
However, the sliding speed between roller and crankshaft increases. We
confirmed this problem by checking the rotary compressor's sliding speed. Roller
rotation speeds for a rotary compressor are shown in Figure 2. In a rotary compressor,
roller rotation is restricted by the vane top. Rotation speeds are less than 10% of shaft
speeds under difficult conditions of lubrication, such as high pressure ratio and low
viscosity. Under such conditions, there is no difference in durability between rotary
and swing compressors.

3.3 Compressor Performance
3.3.1 Mechanical Loss
We simulated the mechanical loss and compared rotary and swing compressors
(see Table 1). Shifting the swing structure adds friction-causing parts, for example the
crank-pin bearing (which increases sliding speed) and the new bearings in the swing
bushes. However there are friction-reducing parts, too, for example the sliding vane top
and side. As a result, total mechanical loss was about 3,........4% less than in the rotary
structure.

3.3.2 Volumetric Efficiency
The leakage area between the outside wall of the roller and the inside wall of
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the cylinder is an important factor in volumetric efficiency. However, because of the
clearances of the bearings, narrowing the gap is difficult, so an improvement in.
efficiency could not be realized. In a swing compressor, because the sliding vane and
roller are attached, as opposed to a rotary compressor, we could try to improve the
efficiency.
At first, we reduced the ratio of leakage area per suction volume, by lowering
the height of the cylinder and maintaining the suction volume. However, due to the
necessity of increasing eccentricity, maintaining the suction volume becomes a difficult
problem for a rotary compressor. The force acting on the side of the vane increases, and
this force becomes intolerable because of the cantilever type beam mechanism. Another
way to maintain the suction volume is to widen the diameter of the cylinder without
increasing the eccentricity. However, to achieve this, the diameter of the roller must be
widened too. The weak point of a rotary compressor, the contact point between sliding
vane and roller, can not withstand this. In a swing compressor, we were able to lower
the height and widen the diameter of the cylinder without increasing these problems.
We estimate 30 percent of the leak could be decreased by this method (see Table 2).
Second, we used an oil seal between the outside wall of the roller and the
inside wall of the cylinder. Because we had widened the diameters of roller and cylinder,
the acting area of the oil seal was therefore also widened. The viscosity produced a good
effect on the leakage. We estimate 18 percent of the leak could be decreased by this
method (see Table 3).

4. Experiment
4.1 Compressor Performance
The effect of compressor speed on total efficiency and volumetric efficiency of
each compressor, swing and rotary, is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that in a swing
compressor, the total efficiency was 5.....__..9% higher than for a rotary compressor in the
middle- to low-speed range and 2% higher in the high-speed range. Therefore, we
confirmed that the improvement in the middle- to low-speed range is mainly affected by
the volumetric efficiency, and in the high-speed range, is mainly affected by the
mechanical loss.

4.2 Reliability
4.2.1 Compressor Durability
We evaluated the durability of compressors using alternative refrigerants
(HFC's). The compressor durability device is shown in Figure 5 and the results are
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shown in Table 4. In a rotary compressor using R134a, we can avoid seizure and
abrasion best by selecting high quality materials for the sliding vane. However, we
can't avoid clogging of the capillary tube. For a swing compressor in which hard
lubrication is eliminated, there is no lubrication problem for all refrigerants and the
capillary tube does not clog. We confirmed that lubrication improves by changing to the
swing structure.

4.2.2 Capillary Clogging Test at The Refrigerato r System
We evaluated the clogged capillary tube in a refrigerator system of 1
horsepower (see Figure 6). In a system using a rotary compressor, capillary clogging
becomes worse over time. In a system using a swing compressor, capillary tubes do not
clog as much according to our compressor durability test.

5. Conclusion s
The calculations and experimenta l results with regard to the durability and
energy performance of swing compressors are described in this paper. Using
alternative refrigerants R134a, R32/134a and R410A, we checked the durability and
capillary clogging with a compressor durability test and system test. In addition, the
total performance of the compressor improved 2 . . . . . 9%, due to adding new technology to
decrease leakage.
Changing to the swing structure from the rotary structure and adding new
technology can help us handle alternative refrigerants , increase energy performance ,
and contribute to solving the ozone depletion problem.
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Table 1. Comparis on of mechanic al loss in swing and rotary compresso rs.
Lubricatio n parts
Swing compresso r
Rotary compresso r
Main/sub bearing
24.1%
24.0%
Crank-pin bearing
34.5%
31.7%
...
Vane and roller
12.5%
Vane side
24.0%
26.5%
Outside of swing bush
6.6%
--Crank thrust
6.0%
5.3%
Total of loss
95.3%
100%
Comparis on of the same design and same class of compresso r(3/4 horsepowe r).
Table 2. Comparis on of leakage ratio and decrease of leakage area.
Improved type
Old type

12.8cc,He ight10mm X 2
13.2cc,He ightl5mm X 2

Leakage ratio
69%
100%

Table 3. Compariso n of the leakage ratio and change in curvature of the leakage channeL
Leakage ratio
Improved type
cP 60 I cP 54
82%
Old type
cP 44 I cP 36
100%
Refrigera tor : R22 Lubricatio n oil : SUNIS04 GS
Condition of high pressure side : 22kgf/cm2 gage,90"C
Condition of low pressure side : 5kgf/cm2g age,20"C
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Figure 4. Efficiency ofvariable
speed compressor.

Figure 5. The Compressor durability device.

Table 4. Total results of the compressor durability test.
Rl34a
Rotary
Swing
compressor compressor

R407C
R410A
Swing compressor

Durability
0
0
0
0
.6,
0
0
0
Capillary clogging
.6,
0
0
0
Retrogradation of oil
Operation conditions :
Evaporation and condensation temperature are constant.
Operation speed is constant.
Temperature of the discharge gas is 130oC.
Operation time is 200hours.
Lubrication oil ; Ester oil (Adding the antioxidant and the extreme pressure
agent, acid catcher agent)
*Rotary compressor using nitriding vane.
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Test condition:
Continuous operation on the overload.
Refrigerator: R134a
Lubrication oil : Ester oil
Figure 6. Capillary clogging test on the
variable speed heat-pump air conditioner.
(1 horsepower)
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